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Italy is a sunny, historic country, noted for its beautiful
scenery, ancient buildings, freedom-loving people and it is a
boot-shaped peninsula that Juts out into the Mediterranean Sea.
Italy is an independent democratic republic in Southera Europe,
settled by French, Arab, German, Norman, some Carthaginians,
Greeks and Slavic peoples. There is no such thing as an Italian
race, for these people have poured over the Alps or across the
Mediterranean Sea. Most Italians have descended from people
who have lived in Italy for a long period of tinw.^
Agriculture is the principle means of livelihood for the
gay Italians, and this is in spite of the spurs of rugged moun¬
tains that cover such a large part of Italy, the lack of rain
during the growing season, and the thin layer of soil that re¬
mains where there are no longer forests to keep the rain from
washing it away. The women and children most help with the
chores in the slow, hard ways that have not changed much since
ancient times
^"Italy," The World Book Encyclopedia. 1962 ed., Vol, H,
p. 399.




Italian cities were built by rulers whose chief Interest
was the grandeur of the palaces, plazas, monuments, and churches
in ancient times. Remains of their beautiful temples, theaters
and city walls still stand today. The cities and towns are among
the most famous in the world for their age, beauty of location,
artistic distinction and literary characteristics. There is a
national language, literary Italian, that is spoken everywhere
and taught in the schools.^
Italy was tom by the many struggles between petty dukes
and the papacy in the long centuries of Italy's history, one
region after another has held first rank. For several hundred
years, fighting continued among the cities and states, largely
because the questions of the I'ope's and ee^eror's powers were
not settled. Even during these times of chaos and quarrels for
political power, the people were making slow but steady progress
in economic life and in the arts.^
The arts have been highly developed in Italy for hundreds
of years. Creative achievement ranks Italy as a leader in music,
painting, sculpture, architecture and literature.^
Books that have been written about Italy can provide infor¬
mation, create an appreciation for her culture, and promote an





understanding of her rich heritage for children and young people
who are interested in developing Intelligent and unbiased attitudes
of other cultures. Narrow-mindedness, provincialism and prejudice
arise when large masses of people are Ignorant regarding those of
different cultures*
In fiction books for children it is important that the in¬
formation present realistic pictures of the people and their cus¬
toms. Modern society has made it necessary for children to have
a knowledge of other cultures and countries so that they can evaluate
the society in which they themselves live. Charlemae Rollins, in
her book. We Build Together, says that the influence of books and
reading upon the development of the child is of great interest to
teachers, librarians, parents and others who desire to promote
more democratic attitudes among boys and girlsWith this ideal
having been presented, the necessity for writers of Juvenile fiction
books to present an objective and accurate picture of the charac¬
teristics which depict the life and customs of a specific country
is of utmost l^ortance*
There has been widespread interest on the part of educators,
organizations, government agencies and civic leaders in trying to
promote strong intellectual and friendly relationships between
our nation and other nations, and it is the theory of many that
^Charlemae Rollins, We Build Together (Chicago:; National
Council of Teachers of English, 1949), p. 4*
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a realistic picture of people and their customs can be depicted
effectivelj through sound, factual information presented in books
for young children.
To this end. It is,therefore, iiq}ortant that ve give children
books about peoples of other races, creeds or nations and these
books should honestly and appealingly be represented. To cope
with the triviality and violence of much of our mass media of
entertainment today, children need to meet in their literature
examples of a gay, courageous dealing with life's problems,
gentleness that is strong and selfless heroism of other cultures.
Prejudices are easily formed in childhood and these early im¬
pressions, whether good or evil, often affect one's whole life.^
There have been a number of related studies on fiction books
for children and young people on the life and customs of different
nationality groves made by the following individuals: Jackson,^ Guy,^
^May Hill Arbuthnot, The Arbuthnot Anthology of Children's
Literature (Atlanta:; Scott, Foresman Company, 1961), p. 6.
^rancine L. Jackson, "A Study of Juvenile Fiction on Chinese
Life and Customs Published, 1940-1949" (unpublished Master's thesis.
School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1952), pp. 1-2.
^Altoise Chenault Gt^, "A Study of Juvenile Fiction on Jfexican
Life and Customs Published, 1936-1949" (unpublished Master's thesis.
School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1953), pp. 3-4*
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Green,^ Winslow,^ Wells,^ Gra7,^ and Hamilton,^ to find out what
types of Information a child may gather from reading juvenile
fiction about various nationalities and to find out if factual
cmd realistic information have been presented*
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this study is to analyze the characteristics
of Italian life and customs as delineated in selected juvenile
fiction books for boys and girls published in the United States.
Seventeen juvenile fiction books that were written between the
years 1920~1960, have been selected for this study* These titles
Gladys M. Green, "An Analysis of the Social Life and Customs
of Africa Found in African Fiction Written for Young Adults Pub¬
lished, 1925-1951" (unpublished Master’s thesis. School of Library
Service, Atlanta University, 1955), pp. 3-4*
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Jessica Rose Lee Winslow, "A Study of Japanese Life and
Customs as Portrayed in Selected Juvenile Fiction Published, 1912-
1954” (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Library Service,
Atlanta University, 1955), pp. 2-3.
^Annie Ruth Collins Wells, "A Study of Selected Fiction about
Norwegian Life and Customs Published, 1933-1953" (unpublished Master’s
thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1956), pp. 2-3.
^Louise Green Gray, "A Study of Fiction Books for Children
and Young People on Indian Life and Customs, Published, 1964-1950"
(unpublished Master's thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta
University, 1955), pp. 3-4.
^eatha Mae Blackmon Hamilton, "A Study of Selected Fiction
Books for Children and Young People on Spanish Life and Customs
Published, 1929-1961" (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Library
Service, Atlanta University, 1965), p* 5*
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were secured from the Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades.^
The Children's Catalog.^ The Fiction Cataloe^^ Standard Catalog for
High School Libraries.^ Reading Ladders for Human Relations.^ A Basic
Book Collection for Junior High Schools.^ and Books to Build World
Friendships.*^
Significance
The significance of this study may be Itemized as follovss
1. It should contribute to the previous studies which have
analyzed characteristics of life and customs as depleted
In Juvenile fiction for boys and girls about other
countries.
2. It may be of some value to agencies, librarians and
educators who are concerned with helping to promote
Interoultural relationships l^y enabling them to offer
the young reader accurate and authentic books on life
and customs of other cotmtrles.
^American Library Association, Basic Book Collection for
Elementary Grades (New York: American Llbrai^ Association, 1943).
^Children*3 Catalog, ed. by Ruth Giles, Dorothy Cook and
Dorothy West (New York: H. W. Wilson Co., I960).
^The Fiction Catalog^ ed. by Estelle A. Fldell and Esther
V, Flory (New York: H. W. Wilson Co,, 1961).
^Dorothy West (Cong).), Standard Catalog for High School
Libraries (6th ed,. New York:H, W. Wilson Co., 1961).
^American Council of Education, Reading Ladders for HuBwn
Relations (Washington: American Council of Education, 1947).
^Isa R. Berner (ed.), A Basic Book Collection for Junior
High Schools (Chicago: American Library Association, 1950).
"^Judith Wragg Chase, Books to Build World Friendship (New
York: Alport Press, Inc., 1964)•
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3. It is hoped that It vlll indicate to a degree the
accuracy with which the life and customs of Italian
people have been depicted in selected juvenile fiction
books published between the years 1920-1960,
4* It will provide an additional list of fiction books
for children about Italy and Italian life and customs.
Definition of Terms
The word "juvenile? is used in this study to refer to
children from pre-school to thirteen years of age. The term
"customs" refers to the habits of celebrations, holidays, food,
dress, music, art, religion and architecture. The word "life"
as used in this study refers to education, transportation and
com&unication, physical features, climate, natural resources,
government and industry. "Italian" has reference to a native
inhabitant of Italy.^
Methodology
To insure an authentic rationalization of Italian life
and customs, a number of articles containing factual data on
Italy were scrutinized in World Book Encyclopedia. Compton’s
Pictured Encyclopedia, and Britannica Junior Encyclopedia.
The books, Busoni’s Italv^ and Graz’s Getting to I&iow Italv^
^Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Ifess.: G,
C. Merriam Company, 1965)•
%aefaello Busoni, Italy (New York: Holiday House, Inc.,
1950).
^Albert Craz. Getting to Know Italy (New York: Coward-
McCann, Inc., 1961).
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were read throughly. From this information the social life and











Physical Features and Climate
Government
The selected fiction books were meticulously read, analyzed
and annotated. The treatment of the elements in the fiction books
were recorded and compared with the presentations in the factual
material representing each corresponding element*
A table indicating the number of times each of the charac¬
teristics indicative of social life and customs is presented in
each of the titles was made to indicate the areas that arsf detailed
and those occasionally mentioned or referred to. The table shows
those books which adequately treat life and customs or those customs
which are not mentioned. The summary and conclusions based on the
findings of this study will be used to determine the accuracy of
the material taken from selected fiction books on Italian life and
customs for children and young people.
The Appendix includes the followings
A. An Annotated List of Juvenile Fiction Depicting Italian
Life and Customs Published, 1920-1960, and the Recom¬
mended Reading Level of Each.
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B. A List of Publishers and Copyright Dates of Selected
Juvenile Fiction Books about Italian Life and Customs
Published, 1920-1960.
The bibliography includes a list of books and unpublished
materials used in making this study.
CHAPTER II
A FACTUAL DESCRIPTION OF ITALIAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS
Immense majestic palaces, churches and public buildings,
illustrious pictures and statues, curving roads vhich wind
around and around high mountains, with water far belowj vol¬
canoes and grottoes, small farms, villages, pizzas and large
cities, busy seaports, canals, lovely lakes and snow-capped
moimtains and white beaches—-that is Italy.^
In Italy the art and learning of the Renaissance grew and
spread to awaken the continent of Europe. Italy is an eternal
timeless land, where the inprints of centuries disappear nat^
urally into the vibrancy of today. There is natural beauty every
where, from the snow-capped Dolomites Mountains to the blue
Adriatic Sea. Wide areas are covered with flowers and fruit
all year round. Each smallest city has its history, its art
treasures, its personal folklore. It is the most lived-in country,
with many generations rooted in one place and creating an atmos¬
phere of their own. Here, more than anywhere else, natives are
a part of nature,^
^Agnes Edwards Rothery, Italian Roundabout (New York:: Dodd-
Mead Co., 1952), p. 3.
^Anita Daniel, I Am Going To Italy (New Yorkr Coward-
McCann, 1955), pp. 1-2.
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Today, more than ever, people from all parts of the world
fall in love with Italy. Italy offers such a variety of attrac¬
tions to the traveler. If he wants sightseeing from morning to
night, Italy surely gives him the possibility to move to the most
colorful scenery. If he is peurticularly ajrfc-minded and eager to
learn, there is hardly a village in Italy without some special
treasure to be found in a church, a museum, or just along the
street. If he loves beauty and art there are fabulous galleries
and churches. If he looks for natural beauty, Italy offers a
vast choice of mountains, lakes, hill country, and seashores.
If he wishes gay entertainment and distinction, Rome, Florence,
Venice and all the smart winter and summer resorts present Ital¬
ian luxury at its best. If he is keen on sports, he will find
opportunities of all kinds; swimming, sailing, skiing, riding,
tennis along with bowling, soccer and football the national sports.
The speciality of the seashore is deep-sea fishing. All this
breath-taking grandeur and the loveliest intimacy lie within a
few hours from wherever you may be in Italy
Despite the loz^ eventful history of the Italian peninsula,
Italy as a nation, is a newcomer. It is younger than the United
States. It was pieced together in the 1860*3 from a group of




Like Americans^ Italians are a mixture of many peoples
from many different lands* The countless invasions from beyond
the Alps have given Italy a mixed population. The people of
Central and Southern Italy are almost wholly of the long-headed,
dark-eyed, black-haired Mediterranean stock. Gay and impulsive,
they love music, play and sociability. They are kindly, patient
and capable of great self-sacrifice on behalf of family and friends.
Many are hard workers, though the climate makes sustained effort
difficult* Northern Italy has produced most of the political and
economic leaders because they have greater determination and energy.
With their determination and energy, these leaders have guided I-
talian people into channels of self-ii^rovement.^
Agriculture gives employment to about a third of the workers.
Farm land covers about two-thirds of Italy or about 28,000,000
acres. Nearly two and a half million acres are planted in grapes .
for making wine. Italy receives an important income from tourists
and student trade.
A great many workers are employed in the growing of silk-^
worms and the spinning and weaying of silk* The making of wollen
and cotton textiles is also important. About half of the people
live b7 farming the rugged land with its dry summer*.
The boys and girls in Italy have work to do just as their
Italy," Compton*s Pictured Encyclopedia, op. cit*.
p* 326-332*
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parents have* Even vhen they are very small, their tasks are to
vatch the hogs or geese as they search for food, or drive the sheep
and goats to the rocty hill side pastures. They spread mulberry
leaves on the rocks where silk-worms feed and spin their cocoons*
They gather the twigs that bum so fast in the cooking fire and
carry food and water to the workers in the fields. They do their
share in the grape harvest in the early autumn, and when the hard
work of making the wine is finished they Join in festivals that
originated hundreds of years ago*
Early settlers, first known as Latins, gave their name to
the lemguage spoken in Italy long ago. Later on people began to
speak a dialect, or popular kind of Italian which we know today*^
Dress
The Italian people dress very much like the American people*
They like bright and gayly colored costumes. In fact, the Italians
and Americans are almost Identical in the types of clothing each
wears. The Italian mother usually makes much of the clothing for
the family. Sometimes tourists in Italy are surprised to see that
most women are very neatly dressed, knowing the poverty of the
Italian people.
In the cities and in the farm towns of the prosperous North,
women wear modem clothes like those worn in the United States and
^"Italy," The World Book Encyclopedia, on. cit.. p. 399*
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Europe. In Southern Italy, the peasant vomen wear the traditional
full skirts and colored kerchiefs on their heads. But except for
these. It is only in faraway villages, at weddings and festivals,
that the traditional costumes can still be seen. They vary from-
village to village all over the country, but they always Include
decorative aprons and an attractive headpiece.
The national talent for artistic handiwork Is a great help
In overcoming a lack of money. Many families have special out¬
fits made by an Inexpensive seamstress, but in almost every I-
talian family, as a part of a young girls training, she is taught
to mend and sew attractive clothes for herself and her family.
Italians take great pride in presenting a good appearance.^
The rise of the fashion industry has been an io^oirtant
development in the economic picture of Italy in recent years.
Italian designers are stealing the spotlight from Paris, London,
and New York fashion centers, whose leadership has always been
imquestioned. The fashion industry is rapidly becoming one of
its big industries and has brought much money to the country.
Occupations
Farming, fishing, cattle raising continue to be the people's
principle means of subsistence, thovigh other pvirsuits, such as
manufacturing, commerce and the steel industry are of great Im-
^Sam and Beryl Epstein, The First Book of Italy (New Yorks
Franklin Watts, Inc., 1958), pp. 24-25.
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portance. Mining is done on a rather small scale.
The government is encoviraging the building of factories for
making olive oil, wine, cheese and tobacco products to provide
additional occupational opportunities for the Italian worker. A
pipe line, bringing oil from Africa gives people jobs shipping the
oil to refineries.^
The metal factories enploj more workers than any other in->
dustry. Annually, many cars, trucks, buses, tractors, machine
tools, and other heavy eqxilpment roll from the assembly lines of
Italy's Industrial cities. Motorcycles and motor scooters, made
in Italy, are famous throughout the world. They have provided
inexpensive transportation to European people who could not afford
automobiles.
The raising of cattle and other domestic animals is of even
greater iD^>ortance than agriculture, because this branch of hus¬
bandry can be carried on with success in places where grain can¬
not be cultivated. In connection with cattle raising, these
animals are needed to provide meat and milk for many families.
A great many workers are engaged in the growing of silk¬
worms and the spinning and weaving of silk for the expanding
textile industry.




For centuries in Italy, education was provided only by the
chiirch or by private teachers for the children of the rich. After
the unification of the country in 1870, the government set a goal
of free and cooipulsory education for everyone.
The law requires all Italian children, from the age of six
to the age of 14 to attend school. But widespread poverty has
cancelled the effect of this law. Great numbers of young chil¬
dren leave school to go to work and help support the family. A
government report made in 1952 showed that two thirds of all
children in Italy had no more schooling beyond the age of 11 and
only one third of the children were completing elementary school.
Of those who did complete elementary school, only about half went
to secondary school. Secondary schools are not free, and many
families cannot afford the cost of tuition and books. As a re¬
sult of such brief schooling, there are mai:y people who cannot
read and write and others cannot read well,^
Efforts to io^irove education in Italy has been hampered
severly by a lack of financial support. Schools are few and far
between in many parts of the country. There is not enough money
to hire teachers, although thousands of teachers are unec^loyed.
Teachers' salaries are so low that many teachers give only the
^Craz, OP. cit.. pp. 8-10.
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barest mininam of time to school duties, and then hurry away to
a second job.
The government is trying to combat illiteracy among adults
by providing special schools for people who have never had a chance
to learn to read. These schools offer spare time classes similar
to the adult education program in America and are called "popular
schools."
Another kind of special education is provided vocational
and trade schools with etsphasis on technical training and skills»
These schools prepare young people who are not going to college,
for farming, business or industry. In the regular secondary
schools, courses in science, mathematics, history, literature,
music, and art are similar to the courses offered in American
high schools.
The young people who can afford it, go on to soma other
form of higher education. Advanced education is also offered
at teacher training schools, military academies, and at 80 dif¬
ferent schools which specialize in music and art. The attendance
at these schools is small compared with enrollment in insti¬
tutions of higher education.^
Transportation and Communication
Italy has about 13,000 miles of railroads and more than
106,000 ndles of highways and roads which are suitable for motor
^r^., p. 33
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traffic. Some of the roads have existed since Roman days. Ex¬
ported and inported goods are moved from one place to another on
an excellent network of roads and railways. To a great extent
these follow the routes of the ancient Roman highway system; be¬
cause road and railroad building is difficult and costly in a
country as mountainous as Italy.
Naples is not only the largest seaport but it is the largest
city in Italy, and it swarms with people all the time. Ocean
liners and freighters can be seen along the waterfront coming and
going from North and South America and Northern Europe. There
are smaller steamers chugging to the islands and towns across the
bay. There are fishermen*3 boats and private sailboats and there
is almost as much motion on the water as in the streets.^
Italy has a well developed telephone and telegraph system.
There is about one telephone for every 46 persons. There are
nearly one hundred radio stations and several television stations
in Italy.
Bus, train, and air services are available to all but the
most isolated moiintain regions of the peninsula. There are two
airlines in Italy and the world's major airplanes stop at Rome's
2
International Airport.
^Rothery, Italian Roimdabout. on. cit.. pp. 4-5.
^"Italy," World Book Encyclopedia, op. cit., p. 402.
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Architecture
Ever since the end of World War II, Italian builders have
been busy replacing the thousands of buildings destroyed by boobs.
Whole villages have been rebuilt. Big city neighborhoods, flat¬
tened into acres of rubble, have risen again.
A number of the buildings vere centuries-old masterpieces
of famous architects decorated by long-dead artists and they can
never be replaced. The fine modem apartment houses that are now
going up where dismal, slum tenements once stood are providing
new and healthier homes for thousands of families.^
Few Italian houses, new or old have wooden floors or walls
or shingled roofs. Wood has been scarce in Italy for centuries.
Most roofs and floors are made of tile. The walls of a building
are made from stone or concrete and are coated with plaster and
painted different colors.
Most Italian houses have balconies at the upper windows.
The brightly painted ones on some of the new apartment houses
make the buildings look like huge, upright checkerboards of dif¬
ferent colors. In the south and along the coast of the warm
Mediterranean Sea, families eat and talk and sometimes work on
these open air extensions to their homes, most of the year.^
Epstein, OP. cit.. p. 14.
^Ibid.. p. 16.
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The styles of houses in different parts of the country
vary as much as the materials used to build them. They show
the influence of the Austrians, French, Spanish and others who
inhabited Italy centuries ago.
Music and Art
A long history of creative achievement ranks Italy as a
leader in Western European culture in such fields as music,
painting, sculpture, architecture and literature. The arts
have been highly developed in Italy for hundreds of years and
the genius of the Italian people has enriched the vorld.^
Italy's contributions to music have been especially im¬
portant. Guido d* Arezzo developed the clef sign used in
writing music today. One of the greatest composers of church
choral music was Giovanni Palestrina. The first oon^oser of
opera was Clavidic Monteverdi. Other Italian masters of opera
Include Verdi, Rossini, and Puccini who wrote the beautiful
Madam Butterfly. Tourists who visit Italy also enjoy tunes
and popular songs played by small groiq)s of wandering musicians.^
Italian painters were the first in modem times to achieve
lifelike expressions and to portray movement in their work. The
medieval en^hasis on decorative designs and Christian religlovis
^Marion Gartler et al. Understanding Italy (Atlanta*
Laldlaw Brothers, 1965), p. 43*
^Ibid.. p. 39.
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subjects vas replaced by the modem eiq)hasis on realistic anatotoy,
deep perspective, and classical and conteDQ>oraz7' subjects. Italy
had such toaster artists as Giotto, Lensurdo da Vinci, Rapheal,
Botticelli, Giorgione, Titian, and Tintoretto. In this same period
there lived one of the greatest sculptors of all time, Michelangelo.
Italy has had such sculpture geniuses as Verrocchio, Benevenuto,
Cellini, and Andrea and Luca dell Robbia. In recent times, Italy
has been the home of the futurist movement in the arts, whose memr*
bers have tried to catch the spirit of change in modem life.
An important ingredient in the creative spirit is the artistic
natxare of the Italian people. From the beautiful statues and public
buildings of the Roman Entire, to the great poets and artists of
the Renaissance, down to the designers and architects of today,
Italy has a 3,000-year-old history of artistic achievement.
The Italian spirit of today is still a dominant force in
all fields of art. The world’s first opera was performed in Italy
and the melodioxis operas of Italian coniposers are played season
after season wherever opera is heard. Itedy offers a challenge
to the world in the field of motion pictures and international
fame has been won year after year by the film industry.
The aristic personality of Italian people is matched by
other natural strengths and industriousness, hard work and in¬




The list of Italian holidays is formidable. On a score of
days each year, two thirds of a month, factories, offices, stores,
banks, and schools close their doors to celebrate one national
legal holiday or another. Many of these holidays are of a re¬
ligious nature. In addition each community has a feast day for
its particular patron saint, and that is a legal holiday too.
Easter is the most important religious holiday in Italy.
All during Holy Week families make pilgrimages to their own
churches and to certain churches built as shrines to Catholic
Saints. Those who can afford it often go to Rome to climb on
their knees up the sacred staiis; a flight of 2S steps which
legend says was clinibed by Jesus Christ on Jbis way to be judged
by Pontius Pilate. All the thousands of faithful Catholics who
go to Rome during Holy Week hope to receive the special Easter
blessings of Els Holiness, the Pope.
Christmas, the feast which commemorates the birth of Jesus
Christ, is observed annually on December 25 b7 Christiana all
over the world. Christmas in Italy starts with a Novena and a
one-day fast, from sunset on December 24. A Novena is a Roman
Catholic nine-day devotion. The preaepio, or manger r-scene, is
1Ibid., p, 6l
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set up in the hotae on the first day of the Novena and every
morning during the season, members of the family offer prayers
and light candles.
Tiny scenes of the holy Family are carefully treasured
and often are many generations old. After the candles around
the Bethlehem manger are lighted, the boys and girls recite
verses. Then they take part in a special supper called "cenone”
that consists of fish or fowl, a delicious pastry filled cheese
and a delightfully tasty candy called "torrone."
The Yule Log is Important to Italian children during this
season of the year, touching the big tree with sticks they can
request the present they want. Festivities continue until it
is time for the midnight services, which the children and their
parents attend. The day for giving presents is Epiphany, the
Twelfth Day after Christmas, on which the Three Wise Hen arrived
in the city of Bethlehem bearing gifts. Italian children have
been taught that Epiphany gifts are brought by the Befana, a
dharlthble old witch who rides a broomstick. Children who do
not behave are warned that the Befana will leave them a piece
of coal instead of a gift.
In Italy, as in other lands, Christmas Eve is a time for
rejoicing and sharing with the family. Christmas Day is a time
^Epstein, oo. cit.. pp, 20-21.
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for entertaining and visiting vith friends,^
Religion
More than 9B percent of the Italian people are tnembers
of the Roman Catholic Church, and religious feast days and
festivals play a major part in the activities of almost every
Italian family. Religion is closely interwoven with everyday
life of the people, for Rome has been the headquarters of the
Roman Catholic Church, and its highest bishop, the pope, every
since the Church was established many centuries ago.
Religion has had a festive as well as a spiritual side.
Religious festivals are a colorfxil and delightful part of
village life in Italy. The occasion for the celebrations may
be a well known holy day such as Christmas or Easter, or it
may be the feast day of the village saint. But, whatever the
occasion, the festival is a time of religious processions, of
singing and dancing in the gaily colored traditional costmes,
and of new meetings with old friends and acquaintances who live
too far away to make more frequent visits. Fireworks, costumes,
and decorations are part of most religious festivals, and there
is always plenty of feasting, dancing, and singing. As a re¬
sult, religion offers social life and pleasure, in addition to
spiritual comfort and hope. The Church continues to play a
^Ibid., p. 22
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central role in the life of the boontxy, as it has throughout
history.^
Food
Nothing reflects the Italian's enjoyment more than their
cookery, which is as diverse as the nation's regions, as inn
aginative as their character. Whether the cook presides in a
swank hotel or in an ancient farmhouse, the meal is likely to
be superb. For to an Italian, to eat is to live.
Pasta and lentils are staple items in the diet of most
Italian people. Foods made from pasta, a flour and water food,
include spaghetti, macaroni, ravioli, and vermicelli. Olive
oil and tomato sauces are widely used in Italian cooking. They
also use a great vau^iety of herbs and spices which tend to make
the poorest meal a delicious, appetizing delight.
A typical meal may include Minestrone (soup), Fritto misto
(a mixed frill of seafoods, or af liver, heart, brains, arti¬
chokes, and cauliflower), Scallopine la marsala (veal cutlet in
a marsala wine sauce), Inslato (sedad), Formaggio (cheese),
Frutta (fruit). Vino (wine), and caffe espresso (coffee). Chil¬
dren drink milk with their meals and adults drink wine.^
Herbert Kubly, Italy (New York: Time, Incorporated,
1961), pp. 85-86.
Italy,* The World Book Encyclopedia, op. cit.. p. 401.
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Wheat, the ancient food of the Mediterranean vorld, Is
the most important grain. Other grains, such as rice, barley,
oats and rye are also grown. But in spite of great effort and
a large production, Italy has not been able to raise enough
grain for its own people, Italy also has many cattle, but cows
fed on the kind of grass that grows in Italy do not produce much
milk. Italy's goats produce an in^jortant part of the country's
milk supply. The famous cheeses, Parmesan and Gargonzola are
made from goat's milk and shipped to many parts of the world.
The food prepared in an Italian kitchen, whether it is a
modem kitchen or an old-fashioned one whether there are ser¬
vants or whether the mother does the cooking, is delicious.
Every Italian woman takes pride in being a good cook, and most
little girls learn to cook very early by watching or helping.
They are taught how to pick vegetables, if they live in the
country, or how to shop for them if they live in the city. No
one grudges the time and trouble it takes to prepare a meal
and they enjoy eating it and talking about it. The cook manages
to make soup superb by flavoring it with many herbs. Instead
of using butter or margarine or lard or any of the fats which
are common to Americans, most Itedians cook with olive oil and
this, too, makes things taste good.
The Italian bread is simply delicious, with a crisp brown
crust. A big chiaik of bread with a piece of cheese is some-
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times eaten for the midday meal. The bread is B4tlsf7ing even
without cheese or butter, for there will be a bottle of wine
for adults, to go along with the bread. Wine is served at al¬
most every meal, because grapes are one of Italy’s chief agri¬
cultural products.^
Coffee, which is made very strong and served in tiny cups
is a favorite with Italian people.
Handicrafts
Italy has always had many craftsmen who cherish the tradition
of fine workmanship. Young girls and older women, sitting in the
sun outside the doors of their homes is Southern Italy, hold
cushipn-llke forms in their laps on which they make lace as
delicate as cobwebs. In small workrooms in many parts of Italy,
skilled craftsmen fashion leather into shoes, gloves, handbags,
belts, cigarette cases, and dozens of other articles. Leather
work from Florence and the countiy around it is famous all over
the world.
On the island of ifiirano, near Venice, master glassworkers
blow bubble-thin goblets, and mold jewel-colored glass into
bowls and vases and other lovely shapes. They also make beau¬
tiful glass beads, the same kind that early American settlers
^Rothery, op. cit.. pp. 65-68.
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took ulth them to trade with the Indians. The skill of Murano
glass blowers has been banded down from father to son for cen¬
turies, from a time when death was the punishment for revealing
Murano's precious glassmaking secrets to a foreigner.
Italian craftsmen have also long been famous for such
articles as ivory carvings, marble and albaster pieces, mosaics
pottery and embroidery. In the museums there sure useful objects
beautifully wrought from different kinds of metals. Not only
ancient knives and forks and spoons but also keys and locks
and bolts, hinges and key holes have received the same attention.^
The wages the Italian workers receive for their work are
lower than the wages received by workers in the United States,
but Italians’ standard of workmanship is much higher than their
standard of wages.
Somehow, Italy stays the countiy of good craftsmen and in¬
ventors who aim for quality and originality rather than for mass
production. Venice produces remarkable glassware; Vietri sul
Mare, near Slaerno, is famous for ceramics; Florence makes leather
of fine craftsmanship; and Cremona is still making svqperb violins.
These skills help Italy to raise the standards of living in spite
of her lack of so many of the basic raw materials for modem in¬
dustry.^
^Epstein, op. cit.. pp. 12-13.
'^Busoni, OP. cit.. p. 20.
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Physical Features and Climate
Italy, the home of about fifty million people. Is a boot¬
shaped country which covers 116,311 square miles, and forms a
bridge across the center of the Mediterranean Sea from Europe
almost to Africa. This boot, the Italians peninsula Is 760
miles long and in no places Is wider than 150 miles*
Geologists tell us that long ago, before any people lived
on the earth, there jutted out from Southern Europe into the
sea a high mountainous square of land. In a great volcanic up-
heavel, the sea covered the center and most of the western side
of this square. Only the eastern mountain range and four western
peaks remained. The mountainous eastern side of the pre-historlc
square, attached on the north to the continent of Europe and ex¬
tending some 750 miles Into the Mediterranean, Is the peninsula
of Italy. The four remaining western peaks are the islands of
Corscia, Elba, Sardinia and Sicily. Three of the islands, Sicily,
Sardinia, and Elba now belong to Italy*
Across the northern end of the Italian boot, separating
Italy from France, Switzerland, Austria and Yugoslavia, lie
the Alps, and almost continuous mountain chain. In centuries
past, the Alps provided a natural protective barrier, guarding
Italy against invasions from the North. Another range of moun¬
tains, the Appennines, extends almost the entire length of the
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Peninsula, so that most of the country is mountainous.^
Italy is about three foxirths the size of California and
somewhat like California in climate. "Sunny Italy" is a fitting
name for most of the Italian Peninsula. Many people think of
Italy as a southern land because of its mild climate, but ac¬
tually it lies in the same latitude as the American Coast from
Maine to Delaware. The northern border, along the high Alps,
is chilly in winter and has a heavy snowfall. There is plenty
of rain throughout most of Italy, but it comes in the fall and
winter months and these are not good seasons for the farmer who
depends on agriculture for his livelihood.
Much of the land along the Alps is too steep for use except
as goat and sheep pastures. These animals are needed for their
meat, and goats provide the only milk for many families. Coats'
milk is also used in making cheese and the sale of goatskin to
glove manufacturers make these hardy mountain creatures all the
more valuable. Every usuable slope is terraced to support vines
2
and even mulberry trees for feeding silkworms.
Italy has seven natural regions; the southern slopes of
the Alps, the Po Valley, the Appennines, the Western Coastal
Plain, the Adriatic Plain, and the islands of Sicily and Sardinia.
^"Italy," World Book Encyclopedia, op. cit.. pp. 400-411*
^Ibid.. p. 399.
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The Po Valley has the greatest density of population, the most
cities, the best railway and road systems and the most agricul¬
ture and industry. A large portion of the valley is fertile,
though in some places the rain has washed the gravel down from
the mountains. The melting snows of the Alps furnish water which
is distributed through great canals during the summer months. A
separate region at the north end of the Adriatic Sea forms the
Adriatic Plain, which is a limestone area and not good for farm¬
ing. The high, rugged Appennlnes are abundant with olive trees
and the low central portion furnishes good grazing grounds. The
Western Coastal Plain is second in lnqjortance to the Po Valley
and there good farm land and olive groves flourish. Sicily and
Sardinia are mountainous with rugged plateaus.^
The topography of Italy creates four dinstlnct regions and
each of these regions has soil, scenery, and climate that are
quite different from all the other regions. The winter climate
ranges from very cold with heavy rain and snowfalls to almost no
snow and the rainfall is not sufficient to provide water power or
irrigation.
Many people visit Italy to view the beauties of the country,
such as the hill-towns of Assisi and Perugia and the network of
canals.^




The Italians are an independent and freedom-loving people
who believe in the rights and human dignity of the individual.
Italy has a democratic form of government and the voters elect
the members of Italy's two houses of Parliament^ the Senate,
similar to the United States House of Representatives. All
members are elected by direct vote, one member for 80,000 in¬
habitants, one Senator for eveiy 200,000 inhabitants and the
members of these two houses choose the man who will be presi¬
dent for a seven-year period. The President heads Italy's
three branches of government, the executive, legislative, and
judicial.
The Plresident's choice of Prime Minister, a post even more
powerful than that of President, and the 16 ministers in the
President's Cabinet must be approved by Parliament, This system
guarantees that Italy's two most important leaders always have
the support of a majority of her lawmakers, the men and women
who have been directly chosen hy all the people of the land.
There is a small body somewhat similar to the American Presidental
Cabinet within the Parliament called the Council. The Prime
Minister is the first Minister of the Council.^
Italy is divided into 19 regions, or states, and each
^Craz, OP. cit.. pp. 27-29.
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region is divided into smaller sections called provinces. Prov¬
inces are made up of towns or townships which Italians call
"communes." The officials who run the governments of these
regions, "provinces" and "communes", are chosen by popular vote,
A "commune" is usually run by a mayor. He is assisted by a
council and a committee of experts.
The "commune's" government is given help when necessary
by the president and staff of the "provinces". Some "provinces"
are guided by regional governments which in turn, get help from
the national one.
The constitution of Italy provides for the people to elect
the Parliament, the Parliament then elects the president of the
Republic, the president names the Council, subject to the approval
of the government of the country. The power rests with the people
of Italy and all citizens have an equal vote in electing members
to represent the people of Italy,^
^Ibid.. p. 34
CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF ITALIAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS DEPICTED IN
SELECTED JUVENILE FICTION PUBLISHED, 1920-1960
The purpose of this chapter Is to give an analysis and
description of Italian life stnd custoEos as depicted in the 17
selected juvenile fiction books about Italy and the Italian
people, published during the years 1920-1960, The 12 char¬
acteristics described in Chapter II, and selected from factual
sources, are used as the basis for this analysis of the se¬
lected fiction books.
Dress
Nino (4)^ describes Italian dress as single in design and
bright in color. Italian dress is described in this manner:’
Easter mass was over. The peasants, all dressed
in their best clothes, streamed out into the sunshine
which flooded the square. The blue, red, yellow, and
green dresses of the village women mixed with the sober
gray and black of the men. The rich colors blended, ^
harmoniously, with the somber gray walls of the church.^
Dress is mentioned as many as 10 times in The Dragon and
the Rose (6), which describes the apparel worn hy members of the
palace staff. Confetti for Cortorelli (ll) gives 11 descriptions
^The numbers in parenthesis in this study will refer to the
title of the book in which that subject is discussed, as foimd in
Table 1.
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of dress. It, primarily, describes the costumes worn in a
parade. Dress is mentioned four times each in The Christmas
Rocket (13), and The Italiatn Twins (14) •
Although dress is described or mentioned in all of the
17 books of fiction, a detailed depiction of it is not given
in all of the 17 selected books of fiction. The Son of the
Gondolier (17), describes the dress worn by a gondolier and
a fisherman on a fishing boat, Nino (4) describes the communion
dress worn by Italian children. Hie boy’s communion dress is
black and white and the girl's communion dress is white. The
women always wear a scarf, shawl or handkerchief to cover their
heads during church services,
Cesare of Italy (5) mentioned that children's clothes were
single for everyday use. Dress was mentioned, briefly, in The
Marble Fountain (4), The Boobv Goes to Town (7), A Story from
Florence (8), Aneelino and the Barefoot Saint (l). The Stranger
and the Fisherman (9), The Three Crows (10), Little Leo (15),
This is Rome (16), and The Apprentice and the Prize (12). As
coo^iared with the factual sources, dress is not adequately
treated in the selected fiction books.
Occupations
The numerous occupations engaged in by the Italian people
are mentioned 54 times in the books of fiction, which indicates
that they are industrious and hardworking people.
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Farming is mentioned in 12 of the books of fiction. The
Apprentice and the Prize (12), Nino (4), The Honey Boat (2),
The Marble Fountain (3), and Angelino and the Barefoot Saint (1)
give vivid descriptions of farming. In a number of books, farm¬
ing is revealed as the chief means of obtaining food to preserve
livelihood. The crops grow high on a terraced hillside. The
plots of land are usually very small due to the mountainous re¬
gions of Italy, Crops are planted in the spring and harvested
in the fall. Grapes are planted in every available space and
between rows of other crops. Many of the grapes are made into
wine and it is exported to many countries.
Boating is one of the important occupations in Venice.
Venloe is a city built into the water, and instead of taxicabs
there are boats to take the people around. Fishing is also an
important occupation. Some fishermen make their living selling
fish to markets, restaurant owners and to the people. Fishing
is mentioned in The Honey Boat (2), Nino (4), and The Son of the
Gondolier (17).
Glass factories provide occupations for a nutnber of men.
Creativity is an inportant factor in glass blowing. This is
apparent in The Son of the Gondolier (17):;
What joy it is, always to be looking at the end
of the long rod and seeing the idea in mind taking
shape in glass. To watch it come to life under the
tongs and pincersj to feel the instruments obeying
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as if thej were extensions of his fingers.^
Shoemaking is mentioned in Angelino and the Barefoot
Saint (l), and Cesare of Italy (5). No professional occu¬
pations were mentioned in any of the 17 fiction books. As
compared with factual Information, the fiction books depict a
fair portrayal of the various occupations described. However,
many of the major occupations found in the factual sources were
omitted entirely from the selected books of fiction.
Education
Education in Italy was established by the government and
the law requires all children from six to 14 to attend school.
Widespread poverty has cancelled the effect of the law. Large
numbers of young children leave school to go to work and help
support the family. Only one third of all children in the
country of Italy con5)lete elementary school. The result of such
brief schooling is that many cannot read and write.
Education is mentioned a total of 16 times in sane of the
17 books of fiction. They are This is Rome (16), The Son of
the Gondolier (17), Confetti for Cortorelli (ll). The Apprentice
and the Prize (12), Little Leo (15), Angelino and the Barefoot
Saint (1), The Honey Boat (2), The Marble Fountain (3), and
Cesare of Italy (5). Cesare of Italy gives a limited insight
^Elsa Eteinmann, The Son of the Gondolier (New Yorks
Pantheon, 1958), p. 172,
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into classroom activities. In Honey Boat school examinations
were mentioned.
The selected fiction books do not represent the educational
system in Italy, The treatment found on education in the fiction
books is poor'When compared to material found in factual sources.
Transportation and Communication
Transportation and communication are cited in 16 of the
selected books of fiction 57 times. Various modes of transpor¬
tation facilities are used in Italy, today. Buses, bicycles,
automobiles, oxcarts, donkey carts, scooters, boats, trains, auto
trucks, and airplanes are means of transportation.
In Sasek's This is Rome (16), automobiles, buses and trolley¬
buses, Roman trams, taxicabs, underground trains, motorcycles, and
motorscooters are mentioned as modes of transportation*
Trains, automobiles and boats are described in Confetti for
Cbrtorelli (11), Cesare of . Italy (5), Little Leo (15), and The
Marble Fountain (3). One of the most frequently mentioned forms
of transportation is boating. It is mentioned in The Son of the
Gondolier (17), The Honey Boat (2), Nino (4), and The Italian
Twins (14)* The Son of the Gondolier (17) gives the best den*
soriptions of boating.
Other modes of transportation such as auto trucks, oxcarts,
and donkeycarts are mentioned in Angelino and the Barefoot Saint
(l) and The Honey Boat (2), The Italian Twins (14), The Dragon
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and the Rose (6), and The Marble Fountain (3) describe the use
of oxcarts and donkeycarts for domestic transportation.
The descriptions of transportation facilities in the fiction
books are Inadequate when compared with factual Information. The
telephone was mentioned only once in The Honey Boat (2) and this
was the only means of communication mentioned.
Architecture
Architecture is mentioned in 16 of the 17 selected books
of Italian fiction actotal of 85 times. The Apprentice and the
Prize (12), The Dragon and the Rose (6), The Italian Twins (14),
This is Rome (16), The Marble Fountain (3), and Aneellno and the
Barefoot Saint (l) adequately describe Italian architecture.
Italian homes vary according to locationcand the economic
status of the people. They show influence of the Spanish, French,
Austrian, and other groups which have inhabited Italy in the past.
In Italian Twins (14), the home was described as a beautiful old
palace near the banks of the Arno River. The garden was small
with an ivy covered high wall around it. In the middle of the
garden a fountain splashed and bubbled.
Homes located in the villages and country areas present a
different picture. Peter Buckley gives a description of Cesare
of Italy's village: "Gastello is a small village, and its houses
huddle close together, the three-foot-thick walls touching. It
is almost as if everyone lived in one large building. There is
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no road leading to the village.”^
The Marble Fovintaln (2) provides seven exan5)les of archi¬
tecture, including a description of the interior of a house. A
description of Gabriello’s home is depicted in The Son of the
Gondolier (17):
They entered a seemingly endless, dimly lit hall.
All along the hall were doors, one after the other, with
a small window for light let into the gray wall. There
was only one big room with a big window in the apartment
that was to be their new home. There were many panes in
the big window and some of them were broken. The only
running water in the apartment was in the toilet, a
closet-like coDq)artment built into a comer of the area
used for a kitchen.^
Italian architectxxre is not described, adequately, in the
books of fiction, but the reader may receive an idea of how some
homes look from the descriptions given. Italian architecture is
mentioned 84 times in 16 selected books.
The Son of the Gondolier (17), This is Rome (16), and The
Dragon and the Rose (6) give the best descriptions. Little Leo
(15) does not contain a description of Italian architecture.
Cathedrals, statues, piazzas, and churches are mentioned.
The descriptions found in the books of fiction are rated fair»
^eter Buckley, Cesare of Italy (New York:-
Inc., 1954), p. 6.
Franklin Watts,
^Eteinmaim, oo. clt.. p. 130
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Music and Art
Italian music and art are mentioned a total of 52 times in
16 of the selected books of fiction. The items are usually men¬
tioned in connection vith religious and holiday celebrations,
such as Easter, Christmas, and Festival days.
Art is described in The Christmas Rocket (13)»
Dino told the stranger everything that he knew about
the paintings that marched around the walls. The pictvires
were first painted a very long time ago and had been put
upon the white wall to tell stories to the ordinary people
who had no books and could not read. He told of the three
painted Wise Men hurrying to Bethlehem at the bidding of
the painted star.^
In The Italian Twins (14)> a description is given of folk
songs that were sung by the twins. The Honey Boat (2)^ and The
Dragon and the Rose (6) describe instruments such as the flute,
the lute, and the harmonica having been played.
In Nino (4)» the people visited the artist and listened to
beautiful organ music on Christmas day. The low melodious tones
melted away into high-pitched tones that trilled and tumbled one
over the other, forming a melody that held one spellbound. The
depiction of music and art in the books of fiction are inade¬
quate and limited as cocq^ared to material found in factual sources.
^Anne Molloy, The Christmas Rocket (New York? Hastings
House, 1958), p. 32.
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Celebrations and Holidays
The occasion for Italian celebrations and holidays may be
a well-known Holy day such as Christmas or Easter, or it may be
the feast day of the village saint. But, whatever the occasion,
festival time is one of processions, singing and dancing in the
gaily colored traditional costumes, and of meeting with old
friends and acquaintances who live too far away to make more
frequent visits. Valenti Angelo, in Angelino and the Barefoot
Saint (1), describes a Christmas celebration::
At last it was the Eve of Christmas, and time to go
to midnight mass. The bell in the high tower began to
ring out for the Christmas Mass. The church was crammed
to its very doors with people of all ages. The church
was festooned with everygreens, and a huge star hvuig
suspended from a blue-spangled dome over the white marble
altar. Numerous flaming candles cast a lovely, wavering
light and the air was filled with the mingled fragrance
of pine and burning wax. The sonorus voice of the priest
as he chanted the mass echoed in every nook and cranny
of the building.^
Soon the organ pealed forth a trldoQjhant Alleluia
and the people rose and formed a procession. They filed
past the Christ Babe and its manger and each in turn
kissed its tiny feet. Then the midnight mass came to an
end with bells ringing joyfully from the church tower.2
In Nino (4), celebrations and holidays are mentioned five
times. Easter, an io^jortant holiday, is described::
^Valenti Angelo, Angelino and the Barefoot Saint (New York;
Viking, i960), p, 49.
^Ibid.. p. 112
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At last Easter Siinday canae. Nino and Grandfather
entered the church. They touched their fingers to the
holy water at the font and made the sign of the cross.
The mass had just started and the organ was playing in
deep melodious tones. Today the altar decorations were
finer than usml. There were lighted candles and many
more flowers,^
In The Son of the Gondolier (17), the Historical Regatta,
a gay splendid folk festival which takes place every year on
the first Sunday in September, is described, vividly,
Celebirations and holidays are depicted in detail in seven
of the 17 selected books of fiction. They are The Christmas
Rocket (13), The Honey Boat (2), The Italian Twins (U), The
Apprentice and the Prize (12), Cesare of Italy (5), The Marble
Fountain (3), and The Dragon and the Rose (6),
A detailed discussion of the celebration of a carnival is
described in Confetti for Cortorelli (11):
There was not a child to be seen that was not wear¬
ing a fancy dress, and many a minat\ire Buffalo Bill walked
hand in hand with an even tinier crinolined lady. Every¬
where boys, elated but embarrassed at wearing such fan¬
ciful garments, expressed their conflicting emotions by
a show of high spirits, rushing hither and thither, shout¬
ing and blowing noisemakers, and firing toy or imaginary
guns. Elsewhere one encountered bands of gaily dressed
children, dancing, skipping in wavering lines around soberly
clad elders and parents and looking like showers of bril¬
liantly colored leaves drifting among the tnmks of a wood¬
land glad.2
^Op. cit.. p. 107.
^David Fletcher, Confetti for Cortorelli (New Yorkt Pantheon,
1957), p. 137,
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Celebrations and holidays are realistically depicted in
15 of the selected fiction books. Little Leo (15) and The Three
Crows (10) do not mention celebrations and holidays*
Religion
Approximately, 98 percent of the Italian population is of
the Roman Catholic Religion, therefore, religion is a dominant
factor in the lives of Italian people. Religion is closely in¬
terwoven into the pattern of everyday life. Religious feast days
and festivals play a major role in the activities of almost every
Italian family.
A total of 58 descriptions are found in 14 of the 17 selected
fiction books on religion. Good descriptions are given in Angelino
and the Barefoot Saint (1), The Apprentice and the Prize (12), and
The Honeyr-’Boat (2), Descriptions are given in Confetti for Cor^i-"
torelli (U), The Son of the Gondolier (17), and Cesare of Italy
(5). The Italian Twins (14), Nino (5), and The Dragon and the
Rose (6) describe religion, adequately.
The Italians take great pride in their magnificent cathe¬
drals, churches, and holy statues. Each locality has its own
Saint, and one is described in The Apprentice and the Prize (12)t
Carlo arrived at the Piazza della Minerva and saw
men, women, and children standing before bis statue.
They were hushed and still. All were looking in the
same direction. Carlo followed their gaze up, up to
the figure, and there, in the hands of Saint Francis,
among the thornless roses, a white dove sat upon her
new-made nest. Surely the spirit of Saint Francis, who
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freed the captive doves, lives in that statue.^
The Homan Catholic religion is depicted in the 15 books of
fiction. Religion is not mentioned in Little Leo (15) and The
Three Crows (10)» As compared with factual sources, religion is
described adequately. It is mentioned as many as 11 times in The
Italian Twins (14), eight times in The Marble Fountain (3), and
five times in Nino (4)•
Food
The most common types of Italian food described in factual
sources were cheese, bread, pasta, and polenta. Pasta made from
wheat flour., may be spaghetti or macaroni. Polenta is porridge
made from commeal. During holidays and other celebrations,
special foods are cooked that include many diffemet kinds of
meats and desserts.
A description of a special meal enjoyed by Italian people
is described in Nino (4):
The guests all sat down to partake of the Easter
dinner. Soup, with grated cheese, was served first.
Everyone, except the children, drank wine. Ravioli was
served next. The little shells of dough filled with
minced vegetables and chicken meat, and covered with
brown mushroom sauce, were heaped high on hugh terrocotta
platters. The rack of lamb came out of the oven steaming
hot and roasted to a juicy brown. Heaps of fried squash,
fried quail, and chicken followed. The bones were re¬
moved from the plates before each person, and a big bowl
^Janice Holland, The Apprentice and the Prize (New Yorks
Vanguard Press, Inc., 1958).p. 49.
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of curly lettuce with chopped onions and garlic was
passed around. Each guest stirred the oil and red
vinegar at the bottom of the bowl before helping him¬
self. Black coffee came next, along with cheese, nuts,
and candy. The meal lasted two hours.^
Valenti Angelo describes food in The Honev Boat (2):
"It was a sun5)tuous meal: rice-chicken soup, baked bass smoth¬
ered in herbs and basted with white wine, and a large platter
of fried chicken followed by a dandelion green salad mixed with
2
spiced olives".
Various types of food are mentioned throughout the 17 books
of fiction. Food is mentioned 25 times in Confetti for Gor-
torelli (11), 17 times in The Son of the Gondolier (17), and
25 times in The Italian Twins (14). Fish, chicken, and spaghetti
are mentioned in each book. Coffee and wine are mentioned often.
In The Son of the Gondolier (17), bread, soup, and fish are de¬
scribed a number of times.
Peter Buckley, in Cesare of Italy (5), tells how spaghetti
is made from wheat flour. Wheat flour is mixed with water and
kneaded to the right consistency. It is rolled very thin, cut
into long thin strips and hung out to dry in the sun. Another
popular food item is thick crust bread baked in an outdoor oven.
Children drink goat’s milk or watered down wine with their meals.
^Angelo, OP. cit.. p. 120.
^Valenti Angelo, The Honey Boat (New York:: Viking Press,
1959), p. 87.
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The treatment of food in 13 of the 17 books is good. The
least representative in their descriptions are The Apprentice
and the Prize (12), This is Rome (16), The Son of the Gondolier
(17), and A Story from Florence (8),
Handicrafts
Handicreufts have reached high standards among beauty-loving
Italians and Italy is often called a land of art and artisans.
The craftsmen:of Italy make beautiful pottery. In The Christmas
Rocket (13), a realistic depiction of making pottery is pre¬
sented. The Son of the Gondolier (17) gives an adequate descrip-
ton of how glassware is made.
Handicrafts are mentioned a total of 23 times in five of
the selected fiction books. The Honev Boat (l) mentions handi¬
crafts five times. The weaving of linen is presented in Angelino
the Barefoot Saint (l) and in The Dragon and the Rose (6).
Handicrafts are not discussed in 12 of the 17 selected books
of fiction. As compared with the factual sources, information
about handicrafts is inadequate and limited in selected fiction
books about Italy.
Physical Features and Climate
The characteristics of physical features and climate appear
in the 17 selected books of fiction about Italy a total of 181
times. Each of the 17 fiction books includes this item, and it
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is discussed in detail in Cesare of Italy (5), Confetti for
Cortorelli (11), The Honey Boat (2), The Italian Twins (14)>
and The Son of the Gondolier (17). Most of the emphasis, how¬
ever, is placed on descriptions of rivers, mountains, the sea,
and canals. Rain, snow, and sun are the three most often dis¬
cussed items in relation to climate. Valenti Angelo gives this
description of the sun in Nino (4):
The sun was just coming over the horizon. The coral-
lined clouds changed slowly to pink, then to orange and
rose. Like a ball of fire the sun came up over the rim
of the marshes. It seemed to spin red-hot, and the marshes
were transformed into lavender and the mist into silver,^
In the Southern part of Italy, the weather is warm and
sunny almost the entire year and David Fletcher gives a descrip¬
tion in Confetti for Cortorelli (ll):
Summer appears to last almost the whole year around,
and few indeed are the days when a bright sun does not
enliven the yellow of stone-built house and church, bring
out the colors on cart and boat, or dazzle the eye with
light reflected from sea, and sand and soil.^
Italians are not accustomed to cool weather. In Confetti
for Cortorelli (ll), there is a description of how they react
toward cool weather;
True, there are days when a wind, chilled by the
snows that mantle the high peak of Etna many miles away,
sweeps down from the north. That is a biting wind that
sends the good folk running in haste to dig out from their
wardrobes coats and scarves (half-forgotten through long
disuse) from which they angrily beat the nesting moths.
But even on such a day as that the sun still shines upon
Angelo, OP. cit.. p. 93.
^Fletcher, op. cit.. p. 11
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the city.^
Italy has always been thought of as a country of warm
sunshine. This belief is mostly true, but the climate is
cold in the Northern part of Italy and there is snow in winter.
Nino (4) is one of the books that contains a description of
snow:;
For five days snow had fallen on the hillside and the
villages. It drifted down lightly from an ashen gray sky,
forming a vast white blanket over the land. The marshes
in the distance were only faintly discernible through
falling flakes, and the leafless trees in the olive grove
looked like ghosts with their gnarled white covered
branches. There was little to do but wait until God
willed the snow to stop falling.^
The Italians live dLbsely to the sea. Nino (4) gives this
descriptions
When they came in sight of the sea, Nino was spell¬
bound. Never had he imagined anything so beautiful as
the blue water sparkling in the sea, the curled waves,
each one different in shape and color, that broke and
splashed on the shore.^
There are mountains almost everywhere in Italy. Lucy
Perkins includes this description of mountains in The Italian
Twins (14)!
On and on they traveled, but in which direction the
children could only guess. There were many turns in the
road, which wound constantly upweird, and with every mile
the country grew more wild. Through openings between
hills they caught fleeting glimpses of quaint villages
^Ibid.. p. 14.
^Angelo, OP. cit.f p. 220.
^Ibid.^ pp. 76-77.
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clinging to the mountain-sides, and of ancient castles
commanding beautiful views across fertile valleys. At
one time they saw the roofs of a great stone imjnastry,
hidden away among olive trees.
All day long the donkeys plodded up the steep slopes,
only stopping by the wayside for rest and food at noon.
At sunset they reached the crest of a high hill and look¬
ing back, they could see far away in the purple distance,
the twinkling lights of the city of Florence, looking
like a sky full of stars fallen to earth.^
As coa^ared with the factual sources, the descriptions of
physical features and climate in the selected books of fiction
are realistic and representative and rated as good.
Government
Italy was united under an Italian monarch during the year
1870. The ancient capltol of the Empire, Rome, became the capital
of the new nation. The new government was confronted with many
problems that it could not overcome. Many years later the Ital¬
ians voted to replace the monarchy with a democratic type of
government. Government is not discussed in any of the selected
books of fiction. In This is Rome (16), government is mentioned
only one time. The selected fiction books do not provide any in¬
formation on Italy’s government past or present. The fiction
books in this area, as compared to factual sources, are rated as
poor.
^Lucy Perkins, The Italian Twins (New Yorks Houghton
Mifflin Cot!5)any, 1920), pp. 52-54.
CHAPTER 17
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has attempted to analyze the description of
12 characteristics of Italian life and customs as depicted in
the 17 selected juvenile fiction books about Italy and the I-
talian people, published during the years 1920-1960, and re¬
commended for use with children of pre-school through 13 years
of age.
The characteristics used in this analysis of the fiction
books and gathered from factual data deviated greatly in the
number of times they were treated or described and in the re¬
liability or accuracy of the information depicted, as did the
individual books of fiction of the characteristics identified
as representative of Italian life and customs.
The characteristics as described in the books of fiction
were evaluated qualitatively in terms of good, fair, and poor,
and quantitatively in terms of the number of times mention was
made or a description was given in the individual books. In
Chapter III, the information about each characteristic as de¬
scribed in the books of fiction is contrasted with that from
the factual sources.
Findings indicate that the quantitative evaluations made
were often unreliable in indicating quality and completeness
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of descriptions given. Table 1 shows that the 12 characteristics
were depicted in the 17 fiction books a total of 769 times.
The treatment of five of the characteristics of Italian
life and customs was summarized and rated as goodt physical fea¬
tures and climate, described 192 times; celebrations and holidays,
described 25 times; food, described 131 times; education, de¬
scribed 16 times; religion, described 58 times. Rated as fair
was the treatment of three characteristics: dress, described
70 times; occupations, described 55 times; and architecture, de¬
scribed 86 times. Rated as poor was the treatment of three char¬
acteristics: transportation and communication, described 64
times; music and art, described 48 times; and handicrafts, de¬
scribed 23 times.
Only four of the characteristics were described to some
degree in all of the books of fiction. These were physical
characteristics and climate, dress, occupations and food. Of
these four, the descriptions of occupations were least repre¬
sentative.
Eight of the characteristics of Italian life and customs
were not treated in many of the fiction books. Government is
mentioned in only one of the 17 books of fiction: This is Rome
(16). Education is not found in eight books;: Nino (4)» The
Dragon and the Rose (6), The Boobv Goes to Town (7), A Story
from Florence (8), The Stranger and the Fisherman (9), The Three
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Crows (10), The Christmas Rocket (13), and The Italian Twins (14)*
Handicrafts are not found in eight books: The Marble Fountain
(3), Nino (4), Cesare of Italy (5), A Storv from Florence (8), The
Stranger and the Fi^harmni^ (9), The Apprentice and the Prize (12),
The Three Crows (10), and This is Rome (l6). Celebrations and holi¬
days are missing from Little Leo (15), The Three Crows (lO), The
Boobv Goes to Town (7), and A Storv from Florence (8).
Transportation and communication are omitted fromt The
Apprentice and the Prize (12), and The Three Crows (lO).
In a summary of the findings of the analysis of the realistic
depiction of Italian life and customs in the individual books,
four books are good and include all but one of the 12 charac¬
teristics, government. They arer The Son of the Gondolier (17),
with a total of 66 descriptions? Confetti for Cortorelli (U),
with 73 descriptions? The Honey Boat (2), with 82 descriptions?
and Angelino and the Barefoot Saint (l), with 36 descriptions.
In this instance, the quantitative analysis accurately interprets
the qualitative one. The Honey Boat (2), The Marble Fountain (3),
and Angelino and the Barefoot Saint (l) are the best of the fic¬
tion books and most realistic in depicting Italian life and cus¬
toms.
Two characteristics, education and government, are nor pre¬
sented in three titles: The Christmas Rocket (13), The Italian
Twins (14), and The Dragon and the Rose (6). Four books omit de-
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acriptions of three characteristics, education, handicrafts and
government. These are: Nino (4), A Story from Florence (8), The
Stranger and the Fisherman (9), and The Apprentice and the Prize
(12). Little Leo (15), omitted five characteristics, architecture,
music and art, celebrations and holidays, religion, and government.
The Three Grows (lO), omitted six characteristics, education, trans¬
portation and communication, celebrations and holidays, religion,
handicrafts, and government.
This study has provided limited proof that some of the fiction
books provide accurate and realistic accounts of Italian life and
customs. But it has provided an even greater proof that the in¬
clusion of titles of translation or publications of fiction about
Italian life from 1920-1960 has been seriously limited in the se¬
lection aids used in this study.
This study also points up the need for more complete de¬
scriptions of certain characteristics poorly described in the 17
selected books such as transportation and communication, handi¬
crafts, and music and art, and of those unevenly treated, such as
government and education.
As this is a limited inventory, it can only serve to point
up the need for the publication of more fiction books about I-
talian life and customs for children and young people of pre¬
school to 13 years of age, and the inclusion of such titles in
basic book selection aids.
APPENDIX A
An Annotated List of Juvenile Fiction
Depicting Italian Life and Customs
Published, 1920-1960
Angelo, Valenti. Angelino and the Barefoot Saint. New lorkt
Viking Press, 1961, Gr, 2-5.
The love of St. Francis by a small boy, whose unself¬
ishness wrought a "miracle". The author’s delicate draw¬
ings perfectly fit the mood of the story and picture the
little town in Tuscany,
. The Honey Boat. New York: Viking Press, 1959. Gr, 5-7.
Andrea's friend Guido joins the crew when the family
takes the honey boat with its beehives, up and down the
river, past the most fragrant flowers. The book abounds
in lively adventures,
. The Marble Fountain. New York: Viking Press, 1951. Gr, 5-7.
A moving story of Piccolo and his brother as they struggle
to recover from war's devastation.
. Nino. New York;; Viking Press, 1952. Gr. 5-7.
This charming story of Italian peasant life is well
illustrated with unusual decorative two—toned prints which
capture the siB5>licity of the characters in the text,
Buckley, Peter. Cesare of Italy. New York; Franklin Watts, Inc.,
1952.
An interesting story about a small boy in an Italian hill
town. There is no plot but it gives a fascinating account
of the life of Cesare and his friends.
Daniell, David, The Dragon and the Rose. New Yorks Abelard-
Schuman, 1957. Gr. 5-7
It is well conceived, exciting, and an excellent picture
of Florentine life with the intrigues and cruelities of the
period.
Dolch, Edward. The Booby Goes to Town. Chaa^jaign, Illinoiss
Garrard Publishing Company, I960, Gr, 3-5.
A little boy who failed to imderstand the people he met.
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. A Story from Florence. Champaign, lUinoisr Garrard
Publishing Company, 1959. Gr, 2-4.
A story of a feud between two families, and the effects
it had on the children,
. The Stranger and the Fisherman. Chanpaign, Illinoiss
Garrard Publishing Gonpauy, 1959. Gr, 2-3.
A tale of miracles worked by three Saints during a
storm.
. The Three Crows. Chan^jaign, Illinois:: Garrard Publishing
Company, I960,
A story of how the first wheat grew in Italy,
Fletcher, David. Confetti for Cortorelli. New York:; Pantheon,
1957. Gr. 5-7.
A little boy in the Sicilian town of Syracuse has many
adventures on the jobs he takes to earn a costume for the
Carnival.
Holland, Janice. The Apprentice and the Prize. New York:: Van¬
guard Press, Inc., 1958. Gr. 2-4.
Carlo learns there are all kinds of prizes, all kinds
of victories, all kinds of rewards.
Molloy, Anne. The Christmas Rocket. New York:: Hastings House,
1958. Gr. 2-3.
A Christmas story about a potter's son who goes down the
movintain with his father shortly before Christmas to sell
pots, vases and platters.
Perkins, Lucy. The Italian Twins. New York: Houghton, Mifflin
Company, 1920, Gr, 4-7,
A story of the disappearance of two children and how
they were able to return home safe and sou^d,
Politi, Leo, Little Leo. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1951. Gr. 1-3.
This true episode from the author's childhood, when his
family took him back to Italy to visit his grandparents,
shows the interest people of other lands take in America,
Sasek, Miroslav, This Is Rome. New York:; Macmillan, I960,
Gr. 1-3.
A picture book of Rome.
Steinman, Elsa. The Son of the Gondolier. New York: Pantheon,
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1958. Gr. 5-7
A Splendid story of the harshness of life in a beautiful
city where the young must shoulder responsibilities early.
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American Council of Education. Reading Ladders for Human Re¬
lations. Washington: American Council on Education, 1947.
American Library Association. Basic Book Collection for Elemen¬
tary Grades. New York: American Library Association, 1943.
Arbuthnot, May Hill. The Arbuthnot Anthology of Children’s
Literatiure. Atlanta:. Scott, Foresman and Conqjany, 1961.
Berner, Elsa R. A Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools.
Chicagor American Library Association, 1950.
Britannica Junior Encyclopedia. Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica,
Inc., 1964.
Busoni, Rafaello. Italy. New Yorkr Holiday House, Inc., 1950.
Children’s Catalog. New York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1961.
Compton’s Pictured Encyclopedia. Chicago? F, E. Compton and
Company, 1961.
Craz, Albert. Getting to Know Italy. New Yorkr Coward-McCann,
Inc., 1961.
Epstein, Sam. The First Book of Italy. New Yorkr Watts, Inc.,
1958.
Fiction Catalog. New York: H. W. Wilson Con^jany, 1961.
Rollins, Charlemae. We Build Together. Chicagor National
Council of Teachers of English, 1949.
Rothery, Agnes. Italian Roundabout. New York: Dodd, Mead &
Company, 1952.




West, Dorothy, Standard Catalog for High School Libraries, New
York; H. W, Wilson Company, 1961,
World Book Encyclopedia. Chicago: Field Enterprises Educational
Corp., 1961.
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